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MALICE IN FANNINGLAND
A Darinz Fantasy of
Night Life Among the
Insomniac Faculty
(Unexpurgated

Editton )

was midnight-as
dark as theinside of a cow-ann
Mance stumbled
to her bed in Bl·~nford. tr-i pping over
It

a.

cigarette

butt

a nd a

wall

of

foul

blue Camel smoke en route.
Gasping
in those cute little pants that you get
at Mncv's for $1.95, she sank onto
her excelsior mattress
and dr-cwn ed
in an agony of black

and blue spots.

Her whole rrnme-. an imperfect 30shook like a 1920 Ford.
She had
nt hletes
foot and h er- roommate
had
drunk
up all the Absorbine
Jr. to

see the pictures
veins

wer-e

on the bottom.

vartctose

and

she

Her
hadn't

the courage to separate
them.
Her
gastric juices, as she knew right well
from Pr-esh man hygiene
(you can't
fool a college g l rl! ) were working
like Hc-c-at-r-y to do a way with the
ghastly remains of roiu- year-s of muffins, but it was a losing fight tor they
Iceut coming up against a mushroom
on the top layer- and even Dr. Benedict would know that any gastric ju'ce
is completely stumpe-d by a mushl'oom
-for
which there is no real goad excuse for being, especially not in an
omelet or soup!
Dandruff
fell softlyon her front page features and her
soft bosom rose and fell lik,e Rome.
She was a compl~te wl'ecl(-and
no
wonder for she would not listen to
her mother.
With a sickening thud
she drolwcd off to sleep, but the innocent slumber of babes who dream
of more and better rubber diapers and
lots of hard pink rattles to throw in
their NUJ'sies' faces, was not for hel'.
'She had forgotten to ddnk her Ovaltine and she had pink tooth brush
-even
her bcst friend kept I'€:minding hel' of it but to no avail.
Instea.d
of dreamless
sleep a Hideous NightnUlre crept up in sn-eal..ers and seized
hel' with the stran,gle hold illustrated
on page 36 in the j,Of(' Litl' of (/---.
And here my fl'iends the story really
begins and you have just time to
leave by the nearest exit if it is open!
It was in Fanning and Malice found
herself rising up out of the hole- in
the water color.
"How strange!" she
said.
"Not at all," S<.....id Daddy Leib,
falling asleep on the corners of an
isosceles triangle,
"1 have insomnia
mys~lf, but I count incoming Freshmen to put me to sloop."
But com,e,
this is the haunt of the sleepless faculty who prowl here nightly. "Hea-vens," boomed a voice near the telephone booth, "Heavens,"
and it was
Dr. Je-nsen pacing the floors of the
booth
looking
for
his
umbrella.
Malice and Daddy Leib hurried
on
while Daddy Leib explained that Dr.
Jensen spent his time in oontemplating a horrible slaughter for all theme
writers
and that
Unity, Coherence
and Emphasis.
mixed
with a little
quinine and taken in weekly assignments was his best idea.
Half way
up the stairs, a dainty little figure in
(Continucd on page 6, column I)

BILLY SEZ'Tain't
everybody
that
kin take
archery three years n'not be able tel'
hit th' target!
What
would th' pl'esidunt's
right
hand
man
dew if he were
lefthanded?
The coIlitch Iiberrians air gitting tel'
~ too dum reserved.
How kin a stoodent go daown tel'
taown in a group of less than two?
Life is like hash-a
leetle 0' this
and a leetle 0' that.
It takes a lot of pluck fer sum girls
tel' wear their eye-brows as t.hey dew.
Art for Art's sake is awl right as
long as Art comes across with a coupla
prom bids.

I

I

PRICE 1'1'" CE?\TS

'lAY I. 19;JI

Mazie Murphy Guilty 01Manslaughter

CLARA CLANCY AGAIN
IN HOSPITAL

",IY CHILD." .srus WEEPS AS PRISO" G.\TES CLOSE
Today saw the sensational
conviction of xrtss Mazie Murphy, alias the
Cat, alias the Post Office, alias the
Bookstore.
Miss Dugan, who resides
on Mohegan Avenue. opposite Vinal
Cottage, was on trial for her life. The
jury which was thoroughly
br-Ibed.
consisted of the members of the faculty of Connecticut College for 'women.
Violet, on the afternoon
of Friday,
April
17, 1931, was seen to step
viciously and with intent to crush on
the [our t ho usa nd nine hundred and
ninty-ninth
tree in the pine forest.
She was immediately
taken
into
custody
by Chief-deputy
Lambdin
who witnessed the terr-ible debacle.
Rosie's
first appearance
on the
stand saw her clad in stunning lounging pajamas.
She immediately
had
the sympathy of the jury.
The cross
examination
proceeded and the m-osec utfng
attorney
deft.lv
inq uire d
whether she ever played marbles for
keeps?
The strain was too much and Myrtle
fell to the floor shrtekIng, "It was the
Chesterfield
man.
lIe gave me the;
rules [or Contract."
'rhe jury was out fl'om 9:50 to 10:15.

Notes Found On Mutilated
Corpse
Happy Begay Dead
ANNUAL REI'OR'}' OF TIlE
PALOOI(A Db"TEC'TIVE BUREAU
(Found on the COl'pse of the late Ser~
geant "Happy" Begay-District
B.-ann
I'luumitted for publicntion by Messrs.
Drape and Crepe, elts.)
March 24. Came as per instruction
3 A. l\I. to Blackrocl .. Estate.
",ret
night; Drop in temperature
noticeable.
vVaited
about
sometime
observing
nothing unusual when was "ital't1ed by
uncouth scream, followed by SOllO(lS of
general disturbance
and aiarm.
Con~
cealed myself in port-cocher.
Door
sudd,enly thrust open.
Ferociotls Honcub rush-ed out.
Attempted to folJow.
Useless.
Observations:
no tail
yellow
passed
circus
train
through
N. L. 1
A. M.

no other clues
:Nlarch 25. As per instruction
engaged as switch-board
operator
at
Blackrock
Estate.
No clues
some
time.
Large
crate
deIiv.ered
8:32
A. :;\1. Left Estate for lunch.
Returned to find crate tampered.
Tool{
finger-prints.
Correspond
escaped
Sing-Sing
3241782 (Sept., 1929).
2
P. M. crate removed to storage room.
Left untouched.
.Observations:
no clues.
March 26. Came as per instruction
.3 A. 1\1. Blacl ..rock
Estate.
Tool{
post as indicated on chart.
Long wait
rewarded
by weird clanging
of bell
and general confusion in Master' Suite.
Observations:
no clues
this A. ::'If. X L. Times
Amalgamated
noted two man-eating
Polar
bears
at
large
mystery
impenetrable
wet night; feel queer
April 10, 3 A. M. Writing on duty
as per usual at Blackrock Estate. Low
visibility.
Damp.
Unpleasant.
Whole
confounded
affair queer.
Getting on
my nerves. "Don't like the looks of it.
Looks like city slickers.
At any rate
no soft job.
3:45 slight disturbance
in my quarters
second floor Estate.
Don't like the looks of the thing.
In
(Oontinncd on page 2, column S)

Upon its return it handed in a unanimous verdict of not guilty.
Dntsv, on the arm of her whitehaired father, lit a butt and swaggered
out of the court room.
OUl' star reporter
was able to shp
into the room in which the jury deliberated.
He found
a number
of
srips con tatnmg remarks
of the jury
bearing
on the case.
He has had
these slips identified and translated.
'rhe "Ncoze''
orrers them to you for
what they are worth.
Dr. Wells says, "Gloria failed in
plain living. high thinking.
She did
not buckle down."
Miss Snider, "Vera. 'vere de Vere I",
guilty.
She made shadows.
j; r: i:
j; j; j."
Dr. Roberts, "That is a terrible mistake!
wnv didn't you say so in the
first place?"
Mtss Er-nst. "My heart is filled with
tue!rll/r'}wly
at this sad ruin that did not
s€'(· that time was nasstng."
Dr. Jensen,
"ABCDEFGHIJKL:\IN
OPQRSTUVvVXYZ Well Turned."
When life is llk e this, what can a
sr-h oo l girl do to make up for h er failings?
And the moral is "butter
Is
!:'uld by the pound."

Speakeasy Raided
Today, April 30, 9999 a great step
in science has been made.
ExcavatoJ'~, digging through
the ruins of
nine civilizations on a hill just above
the ancient city of New London, unearthed valuable remains.
In the far
cornel' of what had once been a room,
the diggers found a crumpled piece of
]Japcr.
Although 20t.h Century English has
long bE'en dead, the language
is an
open book to the erudite.
The signs
0n this crumpled
ball, which has defied the ravages of time, have likewise
(lefied analysis.
Once identified
it
will pl'obably indicate the existence of
Gnother race of man.
The hieroglyphics
light are:

so

brought

to

bast hand vavy vody bact rann vorb
alikj begin alear court dl'h·..- neije
iloess inside xikree nakkrr vought'
althoufh sijdifer directe!' rkmember
P. S. VV.esuggest that the solution
to this amazing problem lies on page
32, L. 14, Dr. 14-A of the "'l'yping
i\fanueI."
XASIIIANA
L

It·s strange how often when I call
CAledonia
I get REgent
or PEnna 01' things
.even fonia.

2. A Rolls RO~'ce
Js very Boyce.
3.

""hen

I'm walking along Broadwa.y at noon
I think I'll be having my lunch
soonYN
often T wish I'd nQot been in
a hurry,
'Cause eating so fast makes me
frequently
surry.

4.

me there are. a great many
who
Didn't win the Camel prize either,
ennyhoo.
Beside

5. Sometimes
when
I hear
Vallt~e
I long to throw the radio
the allee.

Rudy
out

in

6. I hate p€ople who think they're so
clever
At imita.ting other people's poems
and aren't ever.

College Graduate
Victim of Harrowing
Experience
'Yan and white. Clara Clancy, a
graduate of Connecticut State College
in New London, lay on her bed in
Bellevue
Hospital. New Yotk, today,
the victim of Fate.
Miss Cfa n cy will
be remernbet-e d by students
of Connecucut
ColleJ;'c as the girl who suffered a. tragic adventure
in the New
T... on-ton shipyards
at this same time
last year and who had the notnbte exncrtence or being visited by three of
the State College faculty at one timenamely, Dean Nye, csu-rytng lilies, DI'.
Mor-r-Is.
in hysterics, and Dr. Jensen
in plus fours.
None of these three
could be present at Miss Clancy's beds'de on this second occasion, all having Saturday morning classes.
Dean
Nye, however, sent a lily.
Fate )las s ta.lk ed Miss Clancy'S footsteps all this year, which she has
spent in the offices of National Goldflwh, Inccrpoi-ated,
as a typist.
Every
word she has erased has been right
the nrst time.
Every period she ties
changed t,o a comma should have- been
a period.
Every man in thE': offices
of National Goldfish was married and
interested, or eligible and indiffel'ent.
But Fate did not quite catch up with
Miss Clancy until last night at 11:35
on Broadway.
Miss Clancy, or Clara, who is a
golden blonde (this merely to stimulate interest) attended a theatre pal'iy
on fifty cent passes with six of her
gid fr-i-ends, according
to the Ne.w
Yori.. custom
'or college graduates.
'Vhen
the theatre
was ovel', Clara,
who lives uptown
in a bed-sitting
room overlooking a combination
firee~.cape and
refl'igerator,
left
her
[tie-nds on the corner of Broadway
and 47th Street, and walk€d to the
nearest SUbway. Little did she rec·k
us she strode a.long BI'oadway,
casting baleful glances at the smirking
Ioungel's in front o[ the line- of cigar
stores, that Fate was even then overtaking her-that
in a few short minutes she would be pra.ying to find a
friendly
face- a.mong
those
very
loungers.
Lightly, haVing tried three
subway >entrances (ali downtown)
she
sped down the right stairs (uptown),
reached
int·O' her pocketbook
for a
nickel, and, stricken
,,,ith a horrible
falling -sensation in the pit of her
(sh!) stomach,
pulle-d iOl'ch, 'One by
one, three }1ennies. One and one and
one are three.
Again, Clara!
One
and one and one al'e three.
By this
time, Miss Clancy was an ash blonde.
She 1e.al1Jedagainst a pillar for support and struggled
to regain control
of hE't' senses.
By and aroun.d her
surged
the
carefree
after-theatre
crowds, pulling 'Out nickels with the
air of those who have more nicke-ls
where that one came from-tossing
them into the slot with the airy gestUI'e of the plutocrat.
Suddenly,
to her swooning
bl'ain
came a thought.
"If you are ever
stranded," som-eone had once t-old her,
"A })oliceman
'will always give you
carfare."
Mur"muring those helpful
words to herself, Miss Clancy~ with
new courage,
mounted
the subway
stairs.
Smiling
nonchalantly,
rehearsing a dvac!ous speech, she headed for the me-mber of the .force, who,
white gloved and dapper, was standing on the curb.
"Pardon
me," said
:Miss Clancy with a little flutter in her
voice.
"Pardon
me---." . Without
a
glance in. hfr direction,
the dapper
member of the force dart€.d to the
curb, thrust
his gleaming
boot into
a convenient stirru..p, hoisted himselI
lithely onto a convenient
horse, and
vanished into the midst of the traffic. Cars spI"Ung magically up where
(Colllillll('d 01~ pagc 5, corum1l 1)
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EDITORIAL
We

are

facing

a gl'eat

crisi!;-.

It is

a time
when
cooperation
is at a
premium.
The college must c<1mbat
the wave sweeping aCI'O!"Sthe- countty.
Ev€"n WOI·S€"than
the yellow
peril, mOl'e fiendish than the plague,
it is encroaching
upon us.
Where
then, oh friends.
is your
IWide? Mount your horses, gather up
yOUl' bicycles, shirt your gen.rs and
fall into line.
Uncle Sam needs you,
o fenlliora! 0 'IIlorr,~! And what is
worse the- fish al'e dying hourly in
the blue Thames,
They pant at the
slips of the Sub Base, eager for some
Rlight enCOUI·agement.
And yet we
here, on the other side- of the dver
are thinking only of shredded wheat.
And, while we are on the subj€ct
of IIIJlir,~, we wish to recount an anecdote 1011' II' ffl/jl'f.
It seems_ this spl-ing
one of us loot h€"r lovely little model.
cherishe-d since Freshman
yeal'.
She
searched the college, even peering into the refrigerator
and the ice cream
fl'eezel'. No tunic!
Om' heroine grew
pale.
Her stren.gth
failed.
Games
class no longer lured,
And then as
the smoke- in her last cigDxette had
almost dispel'sed (teal·, tear) c~me a
box from home.
"oila fa tlillid
It
had
been found - resting
with the
Chl'istmas tree balls.
In dealing with a situation
of this
type it is wise to consider the paint.
Then,
too, you
should
~unt
the
spal'k-p}ugS befol'e going out in the
morning, so that none will be found
to be missing.
And if you resent the falling of the
rain, consider that the pine trees must
be wate-I'ed. And as has been said
so potently tCnIPllfj fugit.
iUUEZZI"S" Mt:GWC\fPJS)I
College
faiT
n the
N 011 of the
Never
unEndurable
Campus.
This

o

I

s

Coming
Under
T he

C (again!)
o i1 of midnight
L ow; and
Loving
Energetic
G ual'ds of the Coast
Excavations
Fast

o

r

R umbly
W· orm

o

ur

~I inds
Ever
Nattily.

AFTER-VACATION
DISPOSITIONS
)olonday. Apd! 6th.
Deal' Diary:
xrucn mad scrambling
around
today to get all the last minute things
done berore l eaving' for school again.
Had to make one final dash to town
and change those birthday stccktngs
t nat wr-r-e just too small and get a
new bonnet after
seeing that
that
.Jones girl had one just like it.
Had
lunch in town and spent the rest of
the arteruoon
in pnckf ng- and r-ansacktne
the bouse or t htngs I didn't
actuunv
need but might be able to
us" now Spring is here-c-or
at least
oug-ht 10 be here,
'rtie
packing was
tnter-t-upted
I don't
know how many
times
by
the phone'!'; ringing
and
some irritating
boy wanting a date
for to-nile-just
as if he didn't know
r was leaving! The "roomie" dashed
down here to go back with me. Drove
back with Frank and Jim.
Had the
hardest time really getting off-many
fontl rarewetts
and uromtses to write
and all rnru. just as at Chr.strnas time
(and will probably keep them equally
well).
we had a grand time coming
l~l-hnd
so much to talk about and
laugh over, and things to think about
too.
The ride was just one continual
smoking,
laughing
"gab fest".
No
k id df ng-! Then all of a sudden
we
were here, and the boys had to leave,
and we came up to the- room. Honest,
Dial-.", the n)om looked so funny and
!lare and desolate-. The first thing I
did was grab <111 the things I had put
awa;r and tl·y to straighten
up the
place and make it look Jiveahle at
least.
Of COUI'Se there
were new
clothes to show and put away, and
other people's things to look at, and
lots of things to heal' about.
And
was I ever glad to show that new p:n
of mine, tho
of oourse
some of
the glory of that was taken away by
Helen·s ring.
Oh, well!
'VeIl, time
to retire ole dear.
Gosh, I sure am
tired.
\\'onder
if I'll ge-t a letter tomorrow,
'Visll I were home again.
All that studying
to do, too.
'Nite,
Diary.

•

• •

'J.'uesday, April 7th.
Dear Diary:
Today
h<t.,> been a hOlTid day!
Rained
all day of course.
Never
knew a time when it didn't rain ufLel·
vacation
aroun.d this old pl<lce. It
was so horribly
nasty nnd cold all
day, and the cold I started
to get
dudng
vacation
cam'€- on full blast
with the swe.et New England weather,
and I felt terrible!
Had classes all
day, of coul·se, when all I wanted to
do ,,"as curl up in a ball some place
and die-oJ.: sleep, at least.
And the
last straw was when I didn't get any
mail at all. Not that I expected much
mail,
but I had hOlled fol' that One
Lettel',
'Veil, 1 should have known
that all men are alike aftel' all, and
not hav-e expected him to l(eep his
promise.
Oh, d-eal', I am so tired,
Diary, and r have so much work to
do. The teachers might have a h-eart
and give us a chance to get settled,
I'd even like to go to the movies but
I am too tit'ed and have loo much to
d'O, Oh, to be home again, and going out some place nice with someone nice, or even not going any place,
just so I didn't have to WOrk, Just
got to get to the grind again, so goodby, Diary,

•

•

Thursday, April 9th,
Deal' Diary;
\"ell, at last Spring is here, though
I thought it would never al'rive. 'Vhen
I awoke this m'Orning to see the sun
shining in my ,...
>indolw and to hear
the birds whistling-or
maybe
my
"roomie" was snoring, I don't kn()w
-I
felt so happy all of a sudden.
Southerners
should be happy all the
time.
I am sure
I should be if I
lived in a sunny, warm climate all
the- time:- It was really '.....
arm out
early this morning, too, and I WOI'e
my light jaoket to classes.
And the
most ....
vondel·ful thing of all was that
I go-t that letter today, and he '...
·as
all apologetic
for not writing befOre
and really had a good reason for It
too, and he is so nice and he is coming down soon and I am all thrilled
over it Diary!
I felt so good all day
tbat I didn't mind going to classe5"at
<lll, and was quite glad to be here
again.
The classes were really rather

interesting
too, and I wasn't bored.
The trouble was that in the afternoon it got quite warm. almost hot,
and neru-ly ever-yone got Spring Fever,
I know I did, and I just couldn't help
looking out the window and wishing
I were outside and going for a ride
in a nice, swift cal'.
I just had to
force myself to get to work.
All I
wanted to do was loll around
and
day-dream.
It was so Springy
out
that we all began to make plans for
shore
parties and the like- and talk
about what we wer-e going to do this
sum mel', and next year fOI' those who
are graduat.tng this year.
Then some
helpful soul had to mention the fact
that we would probably still have a
lot of cold, wet days, and r.ha r when
hot weather
did come Why so would
Finals.
"\Vhy doesn't some one kill
pests like that?
She got me to
thinking along that line and the next
thing r knew I was wtshing I was
home,
or at least some place else
having a good time and not working.
Gosh, I felt almost
blue.
I reenv
did.
All I wanted was to get away
from school again, a'hd all I could
think of was that it would be two
months anyway before we got out
and what a lot to do before then. And
the mail wasn't very good now because I had just seen everyone; and
1 was sun tired.
Also it was tr-ue I
had gotten thai letter, but I probably
wouldn't get another.
Well, I was
reeling
kinda
blue- when
someone
pipes up, "Cheer up ever"yone, The
week is near over and the week-enid
will soon be- here.
Besides isn't this
weathel'
grand?
And did I heal'
someone say something about Spring
Parties at Wesleyan? And how about
• Junior PI'om? Come on, who's going
to the movies with me tonight?
No
time far stu<1ying." So we all went
to a show and had a wonderful time,
and I feel great, but all I hope is
that
the
weather
stays
nice and
doesn't try any tdcks on us as usual
and turn bad again.
And I hope I
get some mail tomorrow.
Maybe being back won't be so bad after all.
Another day gone, Diary.
"HABEAS

CORl>US'-

By U. R. Snoopy
No, 13 at V.'oolworth's
Here is life presented in the rough:
Life with a capital letter and all its
sophisticated
allurements.
It is drama
of the western tt'€"k in technicolor;
all talkie, all singie, all dancie.
Desdemona
is the cunning
little
campus cut-up that moves in a pretty dream of feminle frippery through
this revealing accounL of life at its
lowest ebb. 'Vith her w/ mount the
Steppes of Russia and enjoy the ingenuity of the Empire State Building.
At first we suspected
this acute
phychological
stUdy o( making
our
Desdemona just the least mite captious.
Our feal·s, however, were set
at rest by Professor Snoopy on page
so and so of the fourth volume.
It is not often that the simple faith
of ::\lother Goose is seen in juxtaposition with classic satire.
Timothy Spectacle is preeminent as
the hero.
He saves our heroine with
her boyish impetuousity
from colic,
flea bites and telephone operators. The
book reaches
a tremendous
climax
when Desdemona gyrates appealingly
into the Pent House of a New London
Millionaire.
But there, I am giving away the
plot and I want you to have the fun
of seeing the whole seething romanoe
unfold before yoU!" very eyes.
NOTE FOUND O~ MUTILATED
CORPSE
(Concluded from page 1, col'umn 2)
a couple of minutes I'm going up. If
anything
should happen
to me, remember 1 was true to the Palookas to
the end, and submit these notes as
proof.
No clues
yet.
Guess
I'll
have a look around-I'm
going up
and
.!
Editor's Note: As the public knows
the body of faHhfuI Happy Begay wa~
found hideously swollen and purple on
the grounds of the the estate.
When

there are bala in your belfry
that flut,
And your comprrncz t;ous rope is cut
When there's nobody home
'
In the top of your dome,
Then your head's not a head but a
nut.
'

A BRICKBAT
Dear Brick:
Egad! 'tis a long time since vou've
had an epistle (not the wife of an
anoattej
from me, But, be at peace
with the world, little one, for here
comes a line or two from your pr-ide
and joy.
So much has happened, and is still
happe ning-c-evei-yt.htng
from
Sllring
doing
a leaping
Lena
about
the
campus
to Norwich
Inn and golf
breaking
down the ole' class room
morale,
Competitive -plays are over for another year, with the Sophomores,
OIl
tt"IIIJ}Or(l!
oil mores! winning the cup.
You should
hav-e seen me. in my
tricky little costume--I
was cast as
a shepherd, and I looked like a cross
between Robin Hood and the wrath
of God. Talk about the weigh of all
flesh!
And then, Senior-Junior
luncheon
at Lighthouse----oomething
I've been
looking forward to all my college life.
'I'h e favors were the cutest
little bill
clips-not
a particularly
useful gift,
but flattering!
'we hacl food that /('08
food, and speeches that sccrc speeches,
what I mean!
(But I'm still unsatisfied as to the solution of the problem
1VliY is an after dinner spea.ker-v)
You know, these trolley cars aren't
so bad. I really prefer them to taxis
--especially
since the country's
little
fiutter in the market,
and the taxi
company's little flutter in prices-and
the advertising cal·ds give such excellent advice,
Chew Wrigley's
when
playing gOlf-huh,
it would take mOl'e
than a stick of Spearmint to improvemy stance!-Life''S
not full of sorrow,
'tis only Ivory Snow, and "Something
you eat today will taste better"
because of Burnet's; Vanilla---so
that's
what they've been putting in the soup!
Enough!
But just I'emember,
as
one of our profs
wisely remarked,
"Just because a man has rings undel'
his eyes. it doesn't mean that he has
seen life!"
BAT.
"There,
there
little
gel,
there's
gold in them tha1' mountings,"
said
dastardly Dan as he leeringly pointed
to his bridgework.
Dear Bat:
You with yom' plays, your golf, a.nd
you!' luncheons-and
me, 'the poor
woiking goil, ,vith my daily trolley
rides (which I do 1I0t. enjoy, in spit~
of the -education ad va.niages offel'oo!),
my cafeteria luncheons, and with now
and then 'i'/w L/lUisiriou8 CO'I'pse or Midllif/lIt .I1(ldnc$$ fo'r a bit of heavy recreation-s}leaking
'of movi-es reminds
me-Have
you seen what they've done
to the good old Great Divide?
Woman
NUlIgry forsooth!
I'll bet there
will
be a lot of moody comments on that
little alteration.
I ""onder if they will
e:ver call VI/de XQy.'8 Oabin, loy Pas~
$/OIIS?

You
have
so
ma.ny
intereating
things to write about while I have
nothing more exciting to impart than
that we have new neighbors,
(four
Children,
a player
piano,
and
a
canal')');
Mrs. Al-derson's parrot
has
learned three new words of very profane tencl'encies; the Birks have returned from Flo·rida; and t'hl'€e new
books have been purchased
for the
IibTary, Tile T,.rror by Wallace,
Th('
Black Abbot by Wallace, and 'l'h'ree Just
llen 'by Wallace,
Alas! My little fund of news is exhausted.
Do write often.
BRICK.
~'Heh, heh, now I have you In my
grip," said burly Ben as he lovingly
placed his toothbl'ush in the old blaok
bag.

AOOEPTANCE
I have never peeled po>latoes
Nor ever baked a cake
I don't know how many minutes
A hard boiled egg should take-.
I have never made a dress
Nor worn a last year's hat
I have never darned a stockingThey come too cheap for that,
There are many other things
I don't know how to do,
But in answer to your questionYes--l'll
marry )"Qu.
'33.
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THE SEIn SEE NOOZE
DIGGI)JG FOR DIRT, OR
SUPPOSE THAT:
Tele-phones
dormitories.
Roommates

were

removed

from

the

never had any maladies.

Roommates wore their own clothes.
Dakin ever got up for breakfast.
Sammy's dog liked college so much
that some day it should re-enter.
Somebody called "Goofy" Rutli!
Smed lost her voice.
Sauer went to French Conversation.
Beano lost her comb.
Somebody got to the libr-a.r-y ahead
of Shy.
Smiley was in a hurry.
Lee forgot to go to Branford.
Dick and Dean didn't

visit at Saxton

every other day.
Ginny Schanher had to hun')',
Kay Baker lost her velvet hat.
Jill
Bender
lost her voice ana
couldn't yo d le.
Gert. talked
less than an hour to
New Haven.
Rickie forgot to make a list.
Phyl did commit the murder.
Smitty did stop smoking.
Natalie Ide got an 1".
Janice
Richar-ds
'were without
a
rl r-a.matic impulse.
Jean Belden had flat feet.
Janet Townsend didn't have a Russian Influence.
Debby liked the meaL
Jan and Allie ate cheese.
Thames starveu.
Sis didn't wear her pin.
Betty Mille" smoked a calton
of
cigarettes a day.
Jane Vogt could sing.
Mal'jorie
McLerie .forgot
how to
say. "Oh, you nut."
Mary Eaton uidn't get a t.plegram
daily.
Ann Hess stopped swea.ring.
Marjorie Thayer were without a Phi
Gam.
North Cottage didn't exist!
What
price noise!
Cupie ~retol' never got a telephone
call.
Abbie Usher were ever late.
Allie and Prue found a cat in their
room.
Apple ever ate in Thames.
We didn't have ice cream Tuesday,
Thursday and Sunday.
There was no Santa Claus.
Dr. Roberts lost his pipe.
Mr. Beach faced the chairs in the
gym toward the Sound.
The B. C. K. stopped selling "Cocs."
Lou Hill speeded up that drawl of
hers.
Ruth Brooks didn't wear her Alpha
Chi Rho pin.
Dody Merrili looked disagreeable.
Ernie
Herman
stopped
playing
bridge.
Doe Stevenson lost her supply of
gossip.
Millie Waghorn went to lunch.
Eleanor Hine ever ate fast.
Nadine
Meckes
forgot
about
"Weeze."
Betty Arch6.l' were six feet high.
Minna
Barnet
lost that
athletic
look.
Serena Blodgett weren't cheerfUl.
Sylvia Brown didn't know her math.
Beth Flanders weren't with Barbie
Meeker.
Barbie Meeker weren't with Beth
Flanders.
Helen
Pollard
spoke in a gruff
voice.
Jane Alexander had flaxen hair.
Nesta Cope lost that smile.
Emily Benedict was rambunctious.
Andy Crocker were sophisticated.
Betty Dickenson had a boyish bob.
Alma Ostermann had a match.
Jane Moore couldn't sing.
Kay Geier stopped talking.
Someone answered
the phone or
doorbell in Branford.
Billie Wilcox knew no news.
C. B. had no scenery to paint.
Viv Noble were in love.
The vacuum
cleaner
didn't
work
Sunday mornings.
Edie Schneider didn't graduate.
Heeny Moore couldn't laugh.
Ginney Hinman went downtown or
took a week-end.
Third floor Branford had no "reading room."
Ginney Reitzell remembered "where
that book was."
Rosemary
Brewer missed a notice
about

Byrd.

Charlie didn't come.
Bonnie Bahney had to "turn In"
ever-y night at 9:30.
Anne Ebsen lost her arms.
Kay Lowe didn't have a telephone
buzzer in her room.
Dot gtevens lost her voice.
)Iary Scott didn't get every new
Duke Ellington record.
Faith Conklin went on an extended
week-end to Yirginia once a ·month.
Betty Butler didn't get at teast one
phone call and one "special" a week
from Philadelphia.
Frannie
Ayen missed a week-end
with a certain H. A. ~L
Ax Roberts didn't have a thousand
and one things to do besides her
Greek and Latin assignments.
Alice Van Deusen lost her Princeton
pin.
Joe Lincoln didn't have a Hershey
bar to eat and a book to read.
~1idge Shea never got fudge cakes
and neglected to buy the New Yorker
one week.
Marian x rchote didn't have am' announcements
to read in the dining
hall.
Lorna ~]cGuil'e wasn't ticklish.
Jane Burger couldn't
find an explanation tor sometbtne.
Red "rhite's toe had actually caused
her demise on the prophesized Mar-ch
20th.
\Ve actually saw Jo Eakin in gym
uniform some day.
Harriet Kistler did not go on a reducing diet evel'Y other day.
Bootleggers
no longer sent their
daughters
to Felicia.
\Vhat
would
Peasley drtJ?
W3chie did not live in Mohegan.
What would she do for hail' dbbons?
Jane Benedict did not get any mail.
What would she do for a postal'!
Jerry "V<crtheimel' got to Soc class
once on time.
Bosworth was far removed from the
infirmary.
Where would the. sunshine
come from?
Barbara
Mundy lost those famed
bathtub mittens.
Wesleyan
lost 1\<fosier's telephone
number.
There was a "Fif~" without a "Liz."
That Paula Reymann ran out of her
ever present supply of gum 01' lost her
r.bility to "snap" it.
'rhat Helen Boehm for once in her
life left for some place early enough
so as not to have to go at a breaimeck
pace.
'I'hat Elizabeth Warden didn't go to
Heaven and as a result didn't have a
t:.arp to play on. Would she, do you
suppose, be nble to make music on
pitchforks?
That the waves which reign supreme in Kitty Koller's hair (did Cleop;:ttra have wavy hair we wonder?)
stnlCk a calm, ...and smooth spell.
That
furiel didn't have a faithful
retainer and his station-wagon
to take
her places.
That the world stood still so that no
more history happened.
What would
Margaret Mills do?
That
a certain
well acquainted
young female didn't know at least one
of your friendsor if Fleishman
went out of business.
No insultthere are others on campus less frank
<:tbout it.
That Sue Blackmer was lacking that
very vital thing, a 111011,.---01' worse yet,
a pin!
That :.\11'. Barry failed to deliver at
least one letter to Marjorie
Green.
(Poor man, he ha.<;his troubles.)
That Eloise Henry failed to be the
charming waitress.
That
Eleanor
Adams
and
Peg
Fraser changed about.
Wonder how
it would seem to "Tommy" to see the
world from that height.
That Betsy Palmer lost her look of
compOsure and calmness.
That Dot Williams was unknown,
and therefore we didn't have her for
our everpresent friend and consoleI'.
That we didn't have our 1\[oon to
shine in bridge, bridge, bridge.
Winthrop House were so Quiet that
you could here a cough drop.
Said the bald-headed man to the waitress bold,
"Se.e here. young
lady,
my cocoa's
cold!"
She haughtily answered, "I can't help
that.
If the blame
thing's
chilly, put on
your hat."

ENERGINE THE ERSTER A POlL OF
GREAT PRICE
English Major Raves
nil
you
chilluns
g-ather
:u ound yore ole' Uncle Remus and I'll
tell you Saladin's
ravorrte
thousand
and thirtee-nth tale about how on one
Friday at seven-fifteen, D. S. T. Amos
a nd An dy got stranded
on a desert
island twenty years nrter the man in
the iron mask made such a hit at the
masque of the red de-ath.
"They were ~ailing on the good shl].
tcancev Lee to sunnv Palestine with
a cargo or Pepsoden t. As they were
speeding along on this sentimental
journey at the rate of twenty knots
an nour they saw a huge white speck
on the ole' horizon.
It-the
speck~
grew larger
and larger
until they
could see that it was Moby Dick, the
white whale!
Alas!
Alas! He was
ravenous and the ship was but an
bor«
d·orlll'l·('.
But ror-t unatetv
for
thiR story, and unfortunately
for the
reader, our two dusky heroes escaped
on a raft constr-ucted out of Pepsodent
crates In a manner worthy of that
master of all raft makers, Ulysses.
This tale, ,lB,e the fabled winds of old,
is in the bag, so on the seventh day
A and A arrived safely on their island.
"The island was a combination
ot
all typical deset't islands-it
wrlS rich
with footprints
In the sand, lotus
eaters,
green
mansions,
Rwampy
jungles, twisted mango trees, falling
coconuts; teeming' with arguments
in
Darwin's favor, muffin trees and pits
full of pendulums.
'''Phe two minstl'elites lived on this
island for seven years, caught between
the perils of starvation
and indigestion.
(They had some Pepsodent, but
no pepsin.)
"One day when they were sitting
under a greenwood tree they saw a
pair of blue eyes staring
at them.
'Twas the soul of Tess appearing
in
the favorite guise of Dracula.
She
spol{e In the solemn tones of the melancholy Dane, ond her m-essage was
composed of words, words, "\"ords. But
the ebony radio boys got it, being
w,ed to static.
They wel'e to inflate
the last tube of Pepsodent and make
a veritable Vern ian Nautilius which
was to carry them under the Seven
Seas safely to England's
precociouS
daughter, who ever since the first Boston blow-out
has had a complex
against tea.
"And now, let us drop the curtain
for the last time on the. two dusky
het'oes as they c1isappear down the
grandest
canyon of all in a mist of
confE'tti and torn up telephone direc~
tories.
Their -slogan, "\Ve had a byrd
of a time, but we're glad to be back!"
"What's that chiiluns?
Where does
Energine
the Erstel' come in?
Oh,
that, as Kipling would say, is another
slory!"
"XOW,

JANIE II MEETS DEATH
Until lately Janie JI was a charming
young
goldflish
swimming
merrily
about
her
Blackstone
home
with
Gouldie Dear II. Fate, in its certain
way, caught up to .ra-nle one Thursday night and now only Gouldle moves
round and round.
Janie was given burial befitting her
fishy elegance.
The wake was pronounced a huge success by all who attended,
The mourners were strong in
their praise of how beautiful Janie II
looked. even in death, as she lay in
her little white coffin with its satin
lining.
Never has more art been expended
iT' 001'0.1 presentations,
even for a gang
leader's funeral.
Gardenias were in
predominance,
but the stately
oldfashioned
bouquet
was particularly
comment<cd upon.
We take this opportunity of extending our sympathy to those who were
so near and dear to Janie II, especially
Gouldie Dear.

-----

\\'e hear that 1\11'. and ~Irs. Vandum
have adopted a French baby and are
now taking up the study of the French
language so that they can understand
the baby when she learns to talk.
Yery thOughtful.

"SOXGS F.\)IOl·S TJIE
CXUPUS OVER"
Con. 'N. vanee. well-known
cousin
of the C"ooner, gives his impression of
"Sones }'(I1,,,.U3 fThl' Campus Over".
"That's
"'hE-re
~ly Money
Goes-Junior Prom.
"'"'"ould You Like To Take a Walk?"
-e. C. o. c.
"At Dawning"-Tennls.
"Thou Swell"-Dadlly
Doyle.
"Sweet and Lowv-c-Pracuce
rooms In
Blackstone.
"I'm Yours"-Senlor
Sheepskin.
"99 OUt of a Hundred
'wanna
Be
Lo\'ed"-'Vomank(nd.
"I Don't Need Atmosphere"-Mary
Lou.
"Give Yourself a Pat On the Back"V. Blunt.
"Merry wives of Wlndsor"-Shakesnenre class.
"'Twas
rot So Long Ago"-Seniors.
"Here Am r"-Mr.
Beach.
"Fascinating
Devll"-Dr.
Roberts.
"Sing You Sil).ners"-The
choir.
"Le-t's Be DomesUc"-K
now Ito n
House.
"Sing Something
Simple"-M.
Ftstttnu-ne.

"Johnn~' Cadet"-Jean
Neale.
"A Room
With a View"-Fanning
206.
"I Surl'ender"-Natul'al
Dancing class.
..","ithout a Song"-Jane
Moore.
"Give Me Something
To Remember
You By"-Mr.
Bal'ry.
"How ('auld Anything
So Good Be
Dail ?'·-"Cuts".
"I'm Wild About Automobile Horns"
-Cullen.
"Babes in 'l'oyland"-Gert
and Es.
'']'1\ Get By"-Nat.
Clunet.
"You Didn't Have To Tell Me"-Intelligence Test.
"You're
Driving
:!'ole Crazy"-Prom
Re(usals.
"\Vooden Soldiel's"-Library
staff'.
"D,'cam a Little Dream of Me""Peanuts".
"(,..ittle Joe"-Ev.
Whiltemore.
"vVe're
PI'iends
Agaln"-DreiserLewis.
"Yours an9 MiniC"-Reserve
Books.
"'\Vnel'e Is 1\1y \Vandering
Boy Tonight ?"-May
8 or !l.
"Love Is My Mflster"-All
engaged
girls.
"]'ve Got Five Dollars"-Stony,
,·It's a Gre,lt Lire If You Don't Weak.
en"-Hygiene
cla.ss.
"M-y Id€l<'1.I"-Any gid without a lisp,
",,'hat
Good Am I 'Vithout You ?"Kindler-Larson.
"Body and SouIH-Dr. Morris.
"Side by Side"-Dean
Nye and M.iss
Brnst.
"Pm So Afraid o,f You"-Dr.
WeBs.
"I'm One of God's Children"-MI·.
Foster.
"l\Iy Blue Heaven"-Dr.
Kip and his
Louis' Specials.
"Running Between the Raindrops"DL Jensen.
"Sleepy '1'own Express"-Mr.
Shi<clds.
"I'll Be a li'l'iend \Vith Pleasure"-Mr.
Cobblediclc
"I'm a Ding Dong Daddy"-Mr.
Kin·
sey.
"Let Me Have My Dreams"-certain
members of the Drama class.
"Voice of the Soutll1and"-Miss
li'ussell.
"She-'s a Ne-w Kind of Old-fashioned
Girl"-Cal
Lynch.
"Please Go '\V'ay and Let Me Sleep"Lucas.
"They Satisfy"~l\IufflnlS.
"I 'want to be Happy"-Red
White.
""Vhispering"-N.
Smedley.
"King's Horses"-Riding
class.
"\Yalking
My Baby Back
Home"Betty Norton.
"Me and :My Shadow"-Fusco-Francis.
"Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses"Sis Bartlett.
"Have a Little Faith In Me"-prohIbition.
"Huggable Kissable You"-Jane
Burger.
""Yhen I Think of You"-June
3 to
11.
"She's
Funny
That
Way"-Peggy
Rood.
"Stolen
Moments"-A
Freshman's
idea of 12:00 A. 1\'1. to 12:03 A."M.
<JAh, Sweet 1\lystery of Life"-The
Palmer Room.
"Reacbin'
for the l\Ioon"-Alberta
Wol[e,
(Conti/llfeel ou page 6, column 2)
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COMPREHENSIVE
EXAM I ATIONS

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT

STUDE~T

ALUMNAE

HOUSE

"Tell, now that so much has been
said and done about this prospective
Alumnae House we are beginning to
'fhe examinations
appearing
in last
wonder just when it is going to mayears' XQo=t were received with such
terialize and what It is going to be
enthusiasm
and
immediately
acted
upon by the faculty,
that we have
like.
Xot hl ng like being curious, of
College Lillht Bills Leap As course,
but then it is said that all the
finally yielded to their urg ing and are
Fields Fight Through Night
publishing some additional sets.
great discoveries in this world were
made by curious people like us. Take.
ZooIQg)' J.·2
pte-race
gets the deal for a
Newton
for example who instead of
Answer questions
fully in as few
nee s pot and sups htmsetr
the ace.
cussing-as
we would have done bewords as possible.
Be sure that your
He's hiddin!?:.
He'H' it comes.
cause an apple, and a wormy one at
name is not on either paper,
a long oneout to left field for
that fell k er-plu n k on his dome found1. w nat
is the importance
of a
a fir~t down.
1'0, wait a minute.
ed the law of aggravation,
or someheart beat?
Devil intercepts
One-shoe's
slice at
thing like that.
But that is all be2. Gh'e significant
points
of r-eGood')"!; left ankle. and sta ms his left
side the point, if there is any point.
semblance
between
the microscope
eyebr-ow to ~Iicke)".
xrtckev
lets it
Anyway, because there has been so
and man in regard to objecrtve. nose
go for a bye. Oh boy! whar a barmuch discussion about this new buildpiece, diaphragm, and joint.
gain that was.
Goody comes out with
ing we thought we'd give a few of the
3. The
paramcecrum
(does,
does
a club but the umpire yells foul ball.
( ideas we have heard, and some good
not) resemble the sole of a foot.
second bye and two to go.
Devil's
suggestinns that might (?) be of as4. Describe and give the functions
weaving under the table with a queen
sistance eo those most concerned.
At
of;
and cntcties Goody's ten spot.
He
lease we think they are just as good
a cuticle (of earthworm.)
bid s four hear-ts and a banana
split.
hot-air as that which we study and
b rakers (of fish.)
No '1t didn't.
It was just
fooling.
recite all day and every day when we
c fat bodies.
wuaev'a getting
in with six spad ea,
do study.
If anyone wants to dtsd aqueous humor.
and how t ha t boy make-s the dirt fly.
agree with us, why let them.
We
e Lamina ossea sph-alia.
'I'hey'r-e
off. Mickey shoots a nice
don't car-e for this isn't the age of
5. Give explicit illustrations
of the
two spot and whispers "Come seven,
duels, a.nd besides f-encing isn't taught
come eteven-c-I've
got the A-K-Q."
advantages
of being able to change
at Connecticut.
(They say that that
GOOdy knifes him with a spade and
ones shape like the amoeba.
sport would give us all flat feet, fallen
Mtckey falls back to the ropes for a
Continental Lttcraaurc
arches, and athletes
foot worse than
basket.
Thr;-r won't gfve him one.
1. Have you read anything
for this
we ah-eady have it.)
Devil pncties into him with two spades
course?
Answer yes or no.
and th-ey clinch.
They're out. "'IVuzzy
But just be patient a minute and
2. Did Dante
write
the
"Divine
grabs them up and makes a dash for
you'll get alt the wise suggestions that
Comedy?"
home. He's safe. BONG! 'I'hat's the
n nycne could wish-and
more.
One
3. Discuss "The House that Jack
end of the first round and they all
of the latest ideas was that durIng
Built" in terms of Artosto.
(live under the table for a game of
Fresh man week instead of having the
4. Mention the names of three aucraps.
dear little innocent (we h04Je) Frosh
thors discussed this semester.
If you
Beginning
or the second set with
wear all their old clothes around and
can't remember any, draw from your
the ball in the Devil's hind pocket.
Wear on the outside (we blush to menmovie experience,
"'uzzy aces with a club.
Umpire detion it) what sholild be worn Inside-,
5. '['ell what you have learned from
crees that's no racket and ball is reand do such fool stunts as the bright
this cout"se about ._I/IICI"jra and .:.lmcI";turned
to the pacl.;:. They nll leap
sophomores always seem to be able to
cans.
on it with diamonds.
Umpire intercook up for them, that they don overcedes again.
"Have a heurt."
BOlany 1-2
alls and, and-pants,
and get right to
and he passes around the stiffs. They
There will be four questions.
Spend
work using their energy where it will
laugh, because he goes into a tailspin
ten minutes on each and look over
do some good.
In other words let
on the banana peel. He reverses his
)our paper for en'ors in the remainthem do a little ditch~digging
and
decision and goes up in the nil' over
ing ten minutes if any,
bricklaying.
We guarantee
that they
a
foul.
One
strike,
he
squawks,
Oh!
1. Tell the life history of the pine
will all be ready to visit our charming
'\-",'bat a game!
What a game!
Time
tree, including the origin and developinfirmary, or they will never need to
out while the audience is in an upment of each generation.
Also tell all
take any more exercise the rest of the
roar.
Or at least it should be. This
you know about p.ine tre€s,
year.
That would be rather hard on
is RIlJlJJO.~('d to be funny.
II. Distinguish behveen a bacterium
the Physical
Education
department
\Vuzzy passes a nice one to Goody's
and bacteria
and tell the individual
though to steal so many future athleleft eal·. "Goody!" says Goody.
He
uses of each.
tes from them,
wouldn't
it?
Still,
lets out the ac for all it's worth and
III. State the economic importance
there is always the consolation
that
"'uzzy
follows
up with
a trump.
of the stink weed and give ten ways
maybe some day some graduate from
Grand
slam for '\-Yuzzy. One out.
in which it may be applied
to our
Three to go. This is getting bOI·ing.
this college will be at lOBSfor somemodern life,
MicJ;:ey smothers
a yawn and drops
thing to do as a 11f€ work, and on
IV. 'Vhat have you, personally, gotoff. Only two to go. Devil leaps on
looking back on her freshman days at
ten from the Botany course?
State
him with a club and Mickey comes to
the college by the Thames
(prowhen and why this happened and exwith a bump.
pounced Ternes, for we are Mt Engplain in detail.
The- alarm
goes off and the anlish) would suddenly remember
that
Shakespeare
nouncer
doe!>'Il't come to.
Oh well,
week of manual
lapor, and "Aha,"
1. How
would you like a "blina
there's always cafeteria breakfa.<;;t."
she'd cry, "just the work for me. 1'-1.1
date" with Antony?
be a bricklayer!"
2. 'Vas Antony susceptible?
Phenomena
Per-kinsey
But in case that offends the esthetIC
5. The
3. Do you aIJprove of Cleopatra's
(is that the Iway to spell it?) taste
is ~ - - -,
methods?
How would you improve
6. The
physiological
gradient
is
maybe we can suggest something betthem?
equal to one-half the cephalic index.
ter.
If the girls don't want to do the
4. Could you "get your man" with
7. Thalamus
discovered
that
the
work, why not let their devoted men
the method of Desdemona?
Peripheral
MotOt' System made neural
friends work gratis, just so they can
5. Describe Romeo in the terms of
connections with all trolley cars.
be near their darlings.
Maybe the
a modern C<lllege boy?
men will object though,
for we do
Desigl) 11-12
English IlistOJ'y
realize that even men are sometime
The
next
will
be
your
exam
prob1. Tell as many as possible o( the
a little bit lazy.
Perhaps
the girls
lem.
It will refer to the period when
scandal stories you have heard in the
who are familiar with the inmates of
Napoleon made his famous attack on
lectures in this class.
the Coast Guard Academy eould use
Abyssinia.
The chief element~ of de·
2. Write an essay explaining
the
theil" influence and get the men worksign at that time were tbe star and
slowness of the English in seizing oping down there to be absent·minded
crescent,
the ball and star, the arc
portunities
of gaining more land and
enough to dig a little bit in our back
and circle,
the clinging
vine, and
power in India.
yard, if you know what we mean?
painted columns.
3. Tell in a few pages the practical
Everyone is going to think that that
Your problem will be to design a
value of this course to a college girl.
new building on Mohegan Avenue, on
modernistic flagpole.
It is to be done
the right side going up, if you aren't
19th Century Prose
first in angular
perspective
and then
left handed, is part of our Alma Mater
1. You all look very tired.
Don't
in aerial perspective to give the proper
anyway, so why not have little cu·
spend more than 15 rrrfnutes on this
effect.
It may be either structural
or
operation?
exam and when you have finished go
d.ecorative, or dynamic or static in deEven that suggestion perhaps won't
home and take a hot bath and a nap.
sign.
There are books on the reserve
2. From
the following, select the
meet with the approval of all, so we
shelf where you can get ideas--you
have some more up our sle.eves-heroes you would worship:
Jimmy
might
look
through
aU of them.
pardon, we forgot that Spring is here
\Valker, Rudy Vallee, Sinclair Lewis,
These
mag3!.lin€s on 01/1' Zoological
and sleeves aren't
being worn-perFricIld3 will be very helpful in the matHobert Montgomery.
3. Group any movies you have seen
haps you know, or maybe you don't
ter of color schemes.
this winter,
instead
of doing your
that every year there is a wild affair
You will be expected to have COtnProse,
that illustrate
"Plain
Living,
called
)'fascot
Hunt
In which the
pleted
the
designing,
tracing
and
Sophomores try to see who is the betpainting of this problem by the time
High Thinking."
4. Tell all that you know about the
ter man at showing up the Junior
the class meets next time.
The grade
Class.
They showed them this year
Anti-Narcotic
Society.
will be lowered ten points for each
too, but maybe we'd better not f:laY any
E'ixty seconds after the bell until the
Ps}"chology 11-12
more on that point, for fear of somedesign is done, so get them in on time.
1. Cerebrum
(is, is not) an instru~
body's sensitive feelings.
Well, after
ment similar to a tomtom.
the party is all over the idea is for the
2. Dendrite can be cured by applyThel"e was a young lady of Nicaragua
illustrious
Juniors
to hide the cute
ing Listerine regularly.
Whose black hah" was removed by a
little thing somewhere or 'tofher and
3. The Eustachian
Tubes are the
jaguar.
let the Sophomores
do their darndest
The old lady said, "Hah!"
new subways to Staten Island.
tal locate it. With all the tearing up
The jaguar said, "Bah!
4. The semicircular
canals are the
of the- ground that they do in trying to
'What a false, artificial
old hag you
three
main branches
of the Grand
rOOlltinued on page 6, column 2)
are."
Canal.

Fierce Finale
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SEE SEE NOOZE

FREE SPEECH
TO THE EDITOH: OF TIrE
~EE SER :"\'OOZE
Dear Editor:
Can nothing be done about the way
in which
people
walk around
thecampus. and in fact, anywhere?
But
in particular,
dear Editor, we wish to
speak of the neptorabte condition existing
about
Connecticut
College
Campus.
A group
of us have observed. with tears in our eyes, that
ne-arly everyone walks in the same
way.
Is originality
dead 1 Has no
one any imagination?
-(,"hy must all
of us walk straight ahead, placing the
right foot before the left and then
bringing the left foot up so that it
precedes its partner, which retires to
the rear?
A few noble- souls are to be seen
scurrying to classes with a motion all
their own. There is one who, though
her feet remain ever on the ground,
seems to rise up three feet towar-d
the- sky fOI' every step rei-ward.
This
is commendable!
This is d ifferen t!
Still another
Conneottcite
moves,
stiff leggediy with a little sideward
quirk,
which produces
a d.eligh tf u l
sensation to the vvalk -jaded eye.
Can not we band together
in a
campaign to enliven our progress?
It
is suggested
that we set aside the
week
of ~y
4,
as
"Commotion
Week".
Monday
we might plan to
all walk backwards.
Tuesday, possibly, if we aloe not at! cr-ip pl ed by the
events of the preceding day, we could
tr-y the crab walk.
Leap frog for another
day.
Hopping
and skipping
would provide variation
and recreation.
There is 'no end to the- possi·
bililies.
Let us cooperate
and do
something.
A Server in the "Good Cause".
P. S. This is not the work
O. C. or P. E.

RADIATOR

of C. C.

RATTLINGS

Wild Life in Fanning
There is nothing more thrilling than
to study the life-habits
of the radiator' in its natural habitat in Fanning.
These charming
little silver animals
are usually found in groups of thl"'ee
or four to a room.
In general they
communicate
with their
kind by a
gentle, but insistent hissing noise.
A
hapI1y radiatol' will sing to itse-if all
the live~long day.
It is durirtg the mating seas-on that
one observ08s, nay has it forced upon
one, the pronoun{:ed
and
peculiar
characteristic
of the radiator.
Spring,
especially those nice chilly days, the
radiator "gets all het up".
Then and there, at the most imp-ortant moment in a class lecture, the
clarion voice of the love-lorn radiator
sobs out its cry.
"Bang Bang!"
it
shrieks in anguish.
"Clankity
clank
clank!"
"Gurgle
Grgle Gree~"
It
moans.
And
then,
convulsiv-ely
"Bang."
•
The radiator, nailed as it is to the
floor, is insatiable.
We can never
hope to S1till its planti'le, melancholy
sGng.

COMMOTION
\Vhen Ellie S. forgot and sp.oke when
on a campus she you metIn case Ellie R. told t'o us the School
Gi'rl Complexion Secr-et':Sd wanting money left the mind 01'
Stony for just one secuntThen Sater growed up Oy;el"night!
Huzzah!
would cry Bi-Billy with a
wink that wunkt,
Ringing
Jane
Mackenzie's
clothes
with the. shades up,
Or tripping
t'he- impeccable
Mary
Lou's
compOSure
(sh!
mustn't
mention it!)
Perhaps an awakening
song at da-wn
by Ginny Blunt would be forgot.
Here's hoping that the voice of Sally
might be sweet-unsquealy,
Or that Betty Lucas mIght forget to
be so slow and sleepy,
Ushering by the Macks might he more
kindly,
Should _Juddy ask for the one same
dance but men numbering
th·ree.
Even Jimmy Wyeth might forget to
renew her lease on a seat in the
Libra~e!

THE SEE SEE NOOZE

BONGO-BO lGO
BIOLOGIST BROADCASTS
'I'his, clear ladies and
the report
from rndio
lly DJ". Buda Puda. R.
O. D.; A. xr.: P. xr., of
'''\\'l1en

boy's

it

otherwise. Is
station RCK,
S. Y. P.; C.
Bongo-Bongo.

good

and

hungrv

n-orn a r-o u sin ' race or game,
"'hen

hes Iooktn ' for reri-eshments

and wn nts some-thin'
name.
Then

worth

ll;~

a wh oppfn'
piece
of l uscioua
pie, with fuce just ooatn' out

('LAJlA CJ.J,\~~EY.\G.<\IXIX
nOSPYI'.\L
(Collclud(d

(I"om page

1,

column

4)

cal'S had never bee-n before and drove,
apparently,
around him in cll'cles. He
was gone where all fn1.ffic cops go
E',-entually-into
the tn-ltric.
Not to he daunted

fact that
::\fiss

again)

Fate

Clancy

,Yaited

ignorant

was dogging
(now

a

of the

her trail,

golden

blonde

for him to
1'f:.'<'1.])peUr again.
Standing first on one
foot and then the other she waited
for the lights to change.
"With the
first sign of a. green glOlw in her direction, she dUI·ted to the middle of
the. street
and J)lanted herself nervously beside the horge, l()oking up.
"Excuse llle."
The hOr!:;e twitched
one ear.
"Excuse me."
S~ spoke a
htLle loud-er, The horse twitched both
NITS.
"I beg your
pardon!'
Sh-e
shrieked
it.
And
with
that,
the
gleaming
hoot, which \l'as ali she
COllW
see, gave a dig with the heel;
thel e was a clatter
of hoofs l:l'€'side
her, and again the only man in uniform in sight had vanishe-d completely.
\Vith cars honkillig peremptorily
on all sides, Miss Clancy, again ash
hlonde, eluded Death
(for a second
Fu.te was naPI)ing)
and gained the
comparative
safety of the sidewalle
AhY~LySin future
years, states Mi~s
Clancy, hel' lip will CUl'l at the old
phl'ase--"Ask
a man in uniform,"
From her bed in Bellevue (we Hke
that alliteration)
Miss Clancy smiles
Radly at the memory of the next half
ho,ur on Broadway--sp,elllt
in a ceaseless walk between the cigar store on
onc corner and the (hug store on the
other, where men threw nickels away
on cigars
and
women
squandered
whole fortunes
on ginger ale.
She
searched the sidewalk fOl' penni'es, 1)ut
it was bare.
Intermittently,
she fl'antiC'ally explored
her Jlocl~etbook, to
Junke sure two cents h8d not wo'r]<ed
their way into her card case. In that
half
hour
she
lived ,one hundred
weaL'Y, tOl·tuouS years of walking penniless up and down New York, without home,
shelter,
·without nickels.
Dear God, the power of the nickel!
Suddenly, as she stood on the corner waiting f,or something
to happen
~-something
alway,;; has to happenRhe heard a small voice.
It was addJ'essing
two
middle-aged,
sli'ghtly
shoddy ,Vomen sta.nding near her.
It
was a peculiar Voice, and it seemed to
l)e coming from h€'r lips.
Amazed,
Clara Clancy listened.
"Pardon me,"
the voice was saying-"But
would you
think I was terrible
if I asked you
fol' two cents?"
"And with that sentence,"
stated
Miss Clancy, from the whiteness
o(
hel' bed, "my pride f,ell flat to the
dust, never to rise a.gain,"
1A-'itha nickel clasped tighLly in her
fist and a buoyant heart, Clara, two
minutes later, dashed for the subway
-the
goal of 11er dreams.
Dashed
down the stairs-tripped
oV€'r one
foot-tripped
over the other footr-pitched in one gigantic somersault
to
the bottom,
and lay there.
\Vhile
cl'owds gathered
around her motionless form and gazed cudously at her
white faoe, Clara Clancy lay there,
clutching
her nickeL
She was still
clutching it, unused, as they laid her
tenderly
in the back of the ambulance, where rich and poor ride alil(e
-far
nothing.
Fate, in his usual underhand Way, had grabhed het· by the
ankle.

••

patie-ntly

•

Today, sunounded
by the geranium
plants sent her by the employees of
National Goldfish, IncorpOl'ated,
Miss
Clancy lay in her bed in Bellevue.
"My statement
to to the Press," she
said, "is this: 'Beginning
last night,
I ride in taxis:"
With the smile of
one who has known Life, she sniffed
Dean Nye's lily_

13 the grandest
feast he'd ask for,
and the nntnest. about."
Strangely,
only one 01' two of the
brave I.ldies from Connecticut College
who helped me in this report, menHoned pie as a possible
appetizing
climax to lunch,
Ca n it be that young
women no longer like pies?
Small
wandel', per-haps. after the 19c sate
of meringue
nres at the xrontca n
::\lal'ket about two weeks ago.
But to get to the meat of the thing
Imruedtatetj-.
the- kind Xllr,~ staff of
Connecticut College invited me- to New
London
to investigate
the food problem there. as a posstbte means or anding a solution to the general bu~ine:,:;;
deuresston and local Iet hargv.
I conducted my rnveettgnuons rrorn within the sec-or Palmer Room, with permission d the LiLrary Staff.
::\[aybe
some da,r, with further permiAAion, I
will write a pamphlet about the mysteries therein and present
it to the
alumnae of C. C.
'Ve were spealdng
of food, to be
mOl'e exact and explicit, r was.
Less
than one-sixth of the S1.udents paid
attention
to my Q:uestion about the
ideal lunch of each cla$.
I have
tal<en it for granted that sinc~ those
young ladies had. the coul'age to show
theil' fondness to!' food, they represent the Epicm'eans
in yOUI' collegE-.
I had h01Wli to be able to diRCloS'e
some
startling
but
unquestionable
truth to the educational
world.
But
since lhe average
l'eSponse wa.:;! so
small, T have lakE-n the Iibet'ty to ba:;e
my I'epol't on the decisions of a few.
'I'he Senior Lunch:
Cream of 'romato Soup,
Chicken paUies Ot' Creamed Chic!;:en,
Hard Rolls.
FruiL Salad with Pineal)p~(' predominating.
Mocha Cake and Coffee.
FOl' the b-enefit of the girl who
signed "Knives" as a possihle choice
lunch I would suggest that she intel'view the first circus owner she meet-&.
Pat, I fear, has a. mercenary
mind;
she likes oystel's and mor'e oyster&,
but I I'&.:llly think she must want to
own a pearl necldace.
Bobbie, I will
speak to the management
about the
"Nut" lunch you suggested, but maybe the depression has caus'ed an under-supply
on the mal'ket,
The Junior LunCh:
Mushl'oom Soup.
'runa l!"'ishSalacl or Liver and Bacon,
'l'omato Salad,
Hal Biscuits.
1"t'Uit Cup.
Mocha Cake and Coffee..
For·tunately,
perhaps,
(or the college since the Juniors are to be there
[or one more year, their tastes are
modest and sensible; I can se-c no reason £:01'depression therein, or lethal'gy
in Drama class, especially.
The Sophomore Lunch:
Chicken a la King or Liver and
Bacon.
Asparagus Tips,
Hot Rolls.
Fruit Cup or Strawben;y Ice-Cl·eam.
To the Sophomores
goes the distinction of being the most versatile
in selection of [ood', and the most extravagant.
To the girl who likes
"minute steak" I would suggest that
~he walt until Junior Prom of 1932 to
sa.tis(y that liking. 'rhe girl who signed "corned
beer and cabbage"
has
been reading Jiggs, I fear; but the
noblest of people have eaten that diSh.
Would it be permissible
to nsk how
many girls there arc ft'om .Mnssachusetts
in this class?
There were
quite a few requests fOl' Boston Baked
peans;
we have
them
in BongoBongo every Tuesday night.
I will
speak to Miss HalTis. the next time
I see her about the mushroom,
(this
is [or the benefit o( the girl who said
she would like more than one and a
half for lunch.
In Bongo-Bongo,
I
have
never
heard
of these
"Hot
Dogs", nor can I find them in any
food encyclopedia,
Doe.<; one I'eally
eat them for lunch?
The Freshman
Lunch:
Tomato Soup.
Creamed Chicken (decidedly).
Fresh Peas.
Fruit Cup.
Tea and Cookies.
I see hope for the college.
1Vlth a
few exceptions the Fresluuen
a.re following in the footstel>s of the Illustrious Seniol's.
My suggestion to the
"Pate de Fois GI"US" gil'} is that she

------------------=TRUE TO TYPE
Psychologist Reveals
National Troubles

Queen Mary's Hats and

Fresh Air
To n di!:cf'rr'!jn~ rnruvtdunt
it i~ apparent that humanuv
mar 1)(>ll1dlif'd
into two d lstlnc t and separnrv groups:
namely, peupte who take fiendish denght in druuehts. papers blowing, and
wntchingother
ueopte
sm eze : and
people who shrfnk
hack at the first
little nutter
of Ir-esh nil', and ins: ...t
on uvtne in tombs as stuffy a n d m ustv
ns a Shnkespeur-s
lecture room.
if
we- would only look this fact In the
face all national
nnll international
IH'oblems would
become simplified,
understandable,
and easily :,oh'ed.
mlglll realize that we are now drinking sh-ellac inlitead of I'e:.;pectahle r)'£>mel'el)' he cause :.\f1'. Volstead allowed
:.\11'8. Volstead to close all Lhe w;ndows
dul"il~g a lhun;ler storm back in 1fl20.
You see, ::\[r. Yolst:ead woke up with
a Slllltting headache
the next mOl'ning,
\"hen
he w.ll,es up with that
feeling anu Congre!'!:; i1; in se~:.;lon
things usually happen.
\Vt>Il, he did,
and il wltS, ..tnd nothing can be done
about It.
Take the "'orld
\\,a1', if you like,
The
whole
situiltion
was
directly
traceable to the fact thnt In thC' Belgian royal family the King is antlfresh and the Queen is 1)I'o-fl·esh.
Now Alb",ertallowed his Rpouse to open
lhe windows, and a;:; a l'esult he woke
up one morning in 1914 with a horriblE.<cold in his head. If there is one
thing that annoys Albert of Belgium
it is having to blow his own nose.
(lIe somehow feels that there should
be an ofl1cial to do it fat· him, but his
ministers ha-ve I'e[used to take Rction
in the matter.)
Consequently
lUs
H.oynl Highness
had only sneezed
once over his coffee cup when a messenger arrived from \Villiam of Prussia, informing him that the Empress
had forced him [rom home by !:luffocating him in an alrles5 pa.Jn.ce, that
he was fleeing, and wished j)«I'mission
to pass through
Belgium.
'Yell, the
very idea of a man {juul'l'clling- with
a wife so perfcct as to want all the
w:ndows
!'ihut HoOinfuriated
Albert
that he prompLly wrote a reply to his
German kinsman, nnd invited him to
go bach: to. his old p:11ace, open a window in the highest tow{'l', and jump
ouL 'J'his 'Vi11inm oC Prussia was a
bit touchy on the question
himself,
and so there you have the tiny incident which started
the \Vorld "Val'.
You pan rcadily pel'ceive' that had Albert of Belgium been married to the
Empress of Germany the whole situation could have been averted,
All
o[ our peace conferenccs
would now
be unnecessary and hence succes.<;ful.
A mastH mind ..has alreacly solved
the pl'ohlem o( averting the next war.
Ol'eat Britain
is the eligible one to
start this fnwas.
Now the whole seaet
lies in the hats of Queen }\Jary
of England.
By her hats this great
scholur has been uble to deduce that
Queen Mary is not (and of fresh air.
She detests it, and, since it is is necessary fOl' her to go abroad upon state
occasions,
she
spends
.e-very cent
available
on monstrous
monuments
of headg~ar which she fondly believes
will I)l'otect her fl'om draughts.
Similarly the genius in que,:;tion has disCCovered that King George is rabid on
the subject of fl'esh air.
He is, in
fact, no much a man of the gl'eat outdoors that his (ace has already as~
sumed, by a revel'sal in the evolutionary process, that hairy and I'ugged
look of his first progenitor.
Now the only method left [or wal'-

"'e

has evidently come to the wTong college---or perhaps
she should return
here fifteen years hence.
I wonder
how many Southern gids there are
in the l"reshman class; I came across
"creamed
chicken" so many times I
reckoned sooner or later to bump into
"corn bl·ead".
The studio director
tells me that
my time is nearly up, and it would
never do to make .Mayor V;'alker wait
-on
ceremony or otherwise,
My next
radio address
will be next Tuesday
mOlning at 6 A. :M" and the subject
will be, "Why Is a. ProfessOr?"
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The phone did rfng- n-tl ng-a-Hng,
And out into the hall
Dashed seven maidens
madly,
And then someone did call.
'·Virgin!.l, Yh-g-l nin,
A mnn Is on the line."
-we're
comingr" cried the maidens,
"A man, n h that is fine."
And down the sratrs they stumbled
All laughing mer-t-Hy,
And Yirginia. followed aftet'
Shouting, "Say, this call's for me,"
Then she picked up the receiver,
And she sweetly said, "Hej!o,"
But she was g-lar-i ng- at the maidens
fnir
\Yho crowded round her so.
Two were sitting on the floor,
']'\\,0 more wel'e on one chair'
The other three, gay as can b~,
'Vel"€' perched upon the stah'.
And everyone was lIstening
And heanl Vkginia say,
""'hy
Don, that's
awfully sweet
you.
Just one week fl'om today?

of

I'd love to come. "'hy yes, I think
'J'hnt I can get a blind."
Th£'n to the girls, "The Coast Guard
dance.
Oh do make up yOUl' mind."
SevC"n maidens, lovely things,
Shrieked, "I will;" "So will L"
"I gue!'iB \\'e must draw lots for it,"
Raid one n..nd heaved a sigh.
They

dl'ew the lots and who should
win
The man but Alice dear,
She was so glad, she- danced about
And gave a hearty cheel',
A week went by, the night had come
FOI' "'hich they had the date.
They dressed
themselves
in lovely
gowns
Quickly, leat they be late.
'),he dool' bell rang, the men had come.
The giel.s went down to greet them.
Don wag there with a first classrnan
'Vila had come to meet them,
Alice gave a. little shriek
And cried, "Oh I can't go!
J've tUl'ned my ankle wickedly
And it does hUl·t me so."
Vil'ginia helped her up the stairs
And said, "Now dear, don't cry."
"\Vhy I'm not hurt, but can't you see?
He's six inches shorter than I?"

Connecticut

Boners

The v;rinthl'OP Scholars
and the
Damsels of the Dean's List have been
in the headlines
long enough.
Not
that we at'e lacking in due respect (or
those wOI·thy souls who have distinguished themselves in the pursuit of
learning, but there are those among
us who are just as worthy and resent
the partiality.
After all, it takes just
as ral'e and unusual a performance
to
land at one end of the normal probability curve as the other.
There is not a Winthrop
Scholar
among us who would be so bold as to
expect "lava to flow from the mouth
o( the hungry dog at the ringing of
the famous bell of Pavlow."
Neither
was it a daughter
of the
Dean's List who produced "the meat
cl'oquets
and the' f!sh coquettes
in
the Home Ec. ·Lab."
Yet all of this
has been accomplished
within
the
walls of OUI' very own institution
of
learning.
And 'that
reminds
me, have you
heard of the fair maiden who sough t
favor with Mrs. 'Vessel by inclUding
in her examination
paper the state(Col/tilil/ell on paye. 6, column '2)
stricken
humanity
is to take note o[
theSE' facts, aboliSh peace conferences,
and devote the money spent on them
to buying bigger and more formidable
hats for Mary of England.
By adopting this simple
measure
they will
solve aiL King George V and Queen
Mary, the other four-fifths,
will live
in peace and fresh air at Buckingham
Palace
until the King dies, or the
Prince of "'ales takes to racoon coats.
and-like
a reader of this deep and
profound exposition-feels
a desire to
open the windows.
.
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DOTS ARE THE
VOGUE
Have you ever slopped to consider
what an important
pan the dQI plays
in the life of an English ),[ajor at
Connecticut
College?
It is the emblem

of

our

order,

our

tnstgu:n.

Though the Phys:cal Ed. xtajoes mar
have their "In Fides xrnnebo" rampant on black blazers. and the xrustc
Stajors thump the pianos in Blackstone Basement: though the Herne Ee.
Majors m'ntsrer to the wants or the
wntte
RaL". we. I repeat. have our
cot»,
'r'hose of us who have been receiving those IJoI~ through three cotlege year-s. know JUSt what loyalty is.
Freshman year we were not worthy
to receive the honor of the order.
Sophomore
year, however, witnessed
our first decoration.
Then
it was.
amid the awed hush, and stlfl:n,:;- heat
of the second or third Shakespeare
class that, to each of us came our
first dot, shining on our first ioptcs:
"How do Gregor-y and sampson d Iffer
n-om each other?" and "Give evidence
that the lovers wer-e 'star-crose'd'."
How we thrilled at our breath-taking initiation.
Oh the mer-it of that
small
dot,
the
manifold
meaning!
One could read into it the whole
gamut of alphabetical
thought, A, B,
C, D, E a n d e-ven, yea even F. 'I'her-ein lay the beauty.
"What, how, why"
-the
mystery of our sacrosanct order.
Came other- years and the more ancient and enreebetd
of us, who r-emember
the good old r-oom in the
Ltbe, when every pair of eyes was
glued on the clock at 11ve after the
hour, because there was no bell to
sht-Hl the passing of that hour (we
digress) were still seeing dots.
Progress
has moved the English
Majors to the silent, airy Aeserubly
Room, but, come what may, the dot
is preeminent.
Befor-e it we stand
with bowed heads.
011 Incomparable,
unfathomable
dot!

)lALICE IN FANNING-LAND
(Ooncluded from page 1, colltmn 1)
a lavender sweater suit slid off the
banister into our laps.
"Dean Nye,"
said Daddy
Leib, "she is repressed
during the day and finds an outlet
at night sliding down the banisters
and whooping Latin verbs."
"Terrible!" he muUered_
Malice shuddered
in n. perfect
imitation
of MauriceChevalier
in a bathtUb,
and
they
bUI'st into the Assembly Room, There
in a high chair sat Dt'. ''''ells wiping
egg orf his whiskers.
"It is outrageous," he said.
"This place supplies
no bibs, but, indeed, get it in good
shape for next time and be specific!"
Guttural
murmerings
were heard in
in the corn€-r and there in a sea of
Continental Literature sat Miss Ernst.
"They have- given a play," she wailed
in perfect French, "and there is nothing wrong with it!
My reputation
is
as dead as a Dodo."
Malice gasped for bl'eath, such an
CXI)ose~! She took an Aspil'in just
for safety.
Just then up the stairs
bounded Dr. Morris with a hunted expl'I:ssion lurking about his moustache.
"r can't find my nice stiff co1lar anywhere," he moanep, "and \\o·ithout it
how can I lead the good life?"
He
disappeared
around a corner just as
Miss Ramsey came by with a trail
of tears flowing after her.
"I can't
get rid of them," she said.
"I'm out
of a job and 1 don't know how. to
get another one for you know I am
the \\'hole Bureau,"
and she trailed
on, the tears loyally folJowing.
Malice and Daddy Leib sat them*
selves down on the edge of the grandfather
clock, dangling
theil' feet in
a crack in the floor.
At every tick
they bounced
slightly
which didn't
help ::V[alice's digestion any. Mr. Kinsey came skipping
around
the corner, tw-irling his moustache with difficulty.
He had just made a stupen*
dous invention
to help
him in his
work-how
to spring quizzes tn three
easy motions-he
was almost overcome ,\..ith joy.
Miss Snider hurried
by with a shift key in e.:'\ch hand and
her heavY braids hanging down her
back.
She had no ears!
At this point Malice felt a wave of
embarrassment
creep
carefully
over
her and she woke up in her own little
bed.
a new and enlightened
woman.
She bounced out like a ten-

T_H_E_S_E_ESEE
CONXECl'ICUT
BO~"'EUS
(Colltludrd from page 5, CQrumll ·H
merit that
"the burden
of progress
restg upon the Sociologist," and the
cor child 7:t:':l tried to win her .....
-a y
into Dad dy Doylea handsome har-em
with her witty definition of an entrepreneur
as "a n undertaker
who is
confronted
wtt h many grave proble.ms ?"
But the rubber corkscrew
goes to
the coal dealer who learned that :\[1'.
Kinsey was a college professor and
remarked that he had "a cousin who
was a ttoor walked in a department
storo too."
And now, if )'OU have enjoyed this
Ettie bod tirue story, send ten cents
and a sramued. self-addressed
envetope to Box l~OO, care of this paper,
and vou will receive n-ee of charge,
detailed instructions
tor writing a nother story just like it to send to your
friends
and
retauves-c-mosttv
1'81attves.
student
from the Amazon
Put nighties of his gra mazou .
The reason's that he was too fat
To get his own pajamuzon.
A

ST1.1DEXT AIJU)INAE HOUSE
(Concluded from pag6 4, eotumn S)
find the thing why not ututae the
energy and let them confine their digding to the one spot where somedaywe hope-there
will be a rest house
for emaciated or cooed out alumnae?
01' better yet why not arrange a sort
of treadmill effect for the two classes
to wear out their energy on, the treadmill supplying the power for hoisting
beams or such like?
All swell ideas
we call them.
We- wouldn't
repeat
what the majority will call them, because though there is free speech in
this country you can't be too careful
of what yo u say, even though
this
isn't Boston.
Something new just popped into our
minds.
Why not let the gym department
contribute
the str-engr.h
and
vigor of t h ei r classes?
For example,
the archery class could shoot r-ivets.
and the track team run errands and
hurl stones out of undesirable places
Some of the stronger ones could carry
hods of bricks and help in that way.
All sorts of Ideas can be gotten if you
only think along that line, for surely
the athletes here have great potentiali
ties.
After the "Ten Cents A Dance" af*
fail' that
the sophomores
threw the
other night, why not let the house
warming be such an affair and give it
color by inviting a few sailors from
town?
Walt, don't. throw any brickbats, we take that all back.
We don't
invite them, ·just other people.
We
might run it as a night club for a few
weeks to pay the bills still due,
'Ve seem to be running out of ideas
at this point-do
we hear a sigh of re*
lief or was that just the wind among
the recently planted pines that have
grOwn up over ni~ht ?-but
we will
~nd this with the final suggestion that
if the supply of bricks for the house
runs out we could use biscuits flllCh as'
we sometimes
get served us, or use
the left over Eskimo Pies.
nis ball and putting herself together
acco-rding to directions
went on to
an eight o'clock.
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"SONGS FAJ.'IOUS THE CMJPUS
OVER"
(Col/cludrd tl'01/1. page 3, colt~mn J,)
"10 Cents a Dance"-At
Diamond
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JITLADY BEAGTY SHOPPE
June ~I, Armstrong.
Prop,

Dl st inottve reconditioning
permanent wavfng, over all
hall', including dyed and
All Branches or Beauty
Hair Bobbing

_

Connecticut Collere Bookstore

process or
textures of
bleached
Culture

(

COLLEGE SUPPUES

Tel. 957:1

18 :i.\ferldlall Street

!'lim" London

THE
AND DON'T FORGET
MOTHER'S
DAY

STORE
YOU
LIKE

You know of course about
fine line of

TO

our

•

SHOP

LINGERIE
Dependable

STOCKINGS

Merchandise

HANKIES
Courteous
Service
That Mother is sure to appreciate

THE BEEHIVE
Rockwell & Company
State Street

New London

The S. A. Goldsmith
Stu.lc Street

Co.

New London

Norwi~h Inn
Norwich, Connecticut
Route No. 12

Lil'l'l.

"Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall"-The
Griswold.
"'Vhat'll I Do ?"-D.
Cluthe.
"Laughing
at Life·'-Taffy.
"The Peanut
Vender"-Ev.
Whittemore.

Compliments

of

RUDOLPH'S
BEAUTY
PARLOR

A "REAL NEW ENGLAND INN"
12 Meridian

Street

Tel. 2-1710

IN

THE

------------
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SEE SEE NOOZE

You Are 'wetccme

Nichols & Harris

THE SPORT SHOP

The Somerset Shops, Inc.
238 Stale

Str-eet,

GIRLS'
Decorations
Circulating

New Loudon.

SPORTSWEAR

Compliments of
WALKOVER SHOE STORE

GIRLS'

Gifts or Distinction

FOR~r.\L

Come and sec us and we assure
you of the
I.o\\·EST
PRICES
in town

Library

I:\FOR~[AL
\YEAR

Connecticut

Tel. 2-1212

'we h n ve just received
sntpment

Plant Bldg.

a

of

T};A DANCE and EVENING

xt ouier's

THEJEANETTESHOPPE

Day offers that opportunity

COWNS

most

of one's devotion

wonder-I'ul

pal

to the

through out

life's

experiences.

Lingerie
We have also an army

of

Perry & Stone, Inc.

Hosiery

Jewelers since 1865

Millinery

PASTEL Ona'ANDfES
and
EYELET BATISTE

GREETINGS

l\lohlellll Hotel Billg,

The Woman's Shoppe
N ew London

New London

GREETINGS-

TIE'W

for expression

23() State Street,

A)/D

209
New London

State

nod GIFTS GAL0T18

Leather

Goods

Stationery

CHIDSEY'S

SL"("C1
COIlllceli(ont

115 State Street

Phone 8490

Ct.

ABBV'S
"College Girl Foundation Garments"
EVERYTHING

BANDEAU

TO

,

FROM

-

CORSELETTE
MAY 4th to 9th

"College Girl" WEEK

Visit our corset department during these six days. You will be delighted with the
dainty new styles in bandeaux, girdles, step-ins, and combinations designed especially to
create the new youthful silhouette .
. FITTINGS ARE NO PROBLEM AT ALL

DAINTY

DOT· HOSIERY
You get Parisian smartness
with good old New England quality

TUNEJNON

Dainty-Dot-Dandies

TUESDAYS at 5:45

Stations WEAN and WNAC
SEE OUR WINDOW DlSPLA YS

,

THE

8

SEE

SEE

NOOZE
Compliments

Compliments

Compliments

of

of

of

STARR BROTHERS

Yellow Cab Company
Fellman & Clark

Come down and talk

Tel. 4321

when

it over,

you want to "chew the fat,"

And nibble on our waffles,
'Twill help you learn
Just where you're at.

State

New London,

St.

Compliments

Compliments

I f you cannot go home, send a
telegram by

TURNER'S

FLOWER

Conn,

of

of
SHOP

Clark's Parlors

The Beauty Shoppe
MAY DONDERO

WESTERN UNION
Pearl
on Mother',

Day-s-May

Tenth

TATE & NEILAN
Reservations
are also made for
Airplane tickets
Theater

Tickets

tickets for current
York shows
for baseball

S. Hopkins

New

games

Bathing Suits
Riding Breeches
Lisle and Jersey Knit Suits
Sport Hats
Mark Cross Gloves
~[CCallul11 Hosiery

All branches of beauty culture
Nestle circuline permanent
waving

FISHER, FLORIST

PARTY

AND

PROM

Rowers are superior
QUALITY

Tel. 3202

Plant

Bldg., New London,

Conn.

in

and ARTISTRY

arrangement

and the
values

utmost

of
in

Orders for Mother's Day remembrances to distant points also
accepted
Hour-ly Delivery

State and Green Streets
New London

%

gervtce

~IlJJ

INN

CINDERELLA

THE MOHICAN

QUAKER HILL, CONNECTICUT
Tel. '9777
Where

the best of food is served

..

Mae Neilan

Russ,

to the College

.

BEAUTY SHOP
Mgr.

A modern, perfectly equipped Daylight shop,
offering complete
Hair and Facial Treatments

Noted for Lobster, Steak

Finest Apparatus

and Chicken Dinners

Expert Licensed Operators

Telephone
THE

MOHICAN
New London,

Orchestra

music every Saturday

4341
HOTEL
Conn.

night
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